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Afterwards,
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was raised and a medium doseup made of victim's reaction.

STARTING THE NEW ASSIGNMENT
By

FOREWORD—How does a Director of Pho¬
tography start a new assignment? What prep¬
aration, if any, takes place before the camera
starts rolling on the first scene? We believe
our readers will he interested in a camera¬
man’s first-hand account of this procedure, so
we
have
asked
cinematographer
Walter
Strenge, A.S.C., to recount something of the

WALTER

STRENGE,

A.S.C.

procedure he followed in preparing for and
photographing “Stagecoach To Fury”—which,
incidentally, is the first feature film to be
made in CinemaScope and the new Eastman
Plus-X negative. Produced by Regal Films,
Inc., it will be released soon by Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio.

—EDITOR

T

cinematographer —
that is, the camerman who is not on
contract with a major Hollywood studio
—works mostly for the independent
film producers.
His assignments very
often involve a great deal more responsi¬
bility in the way of pre-production
planning. This advance preparation is
vital to the success of his photographic
assignment; the independent producer
doesn’t have the studio equipment and
all the other production resources that
the contract cameraman has access to
whenever things go wrong and he needs
an assist. So it is very important that
the cameraman who undertakes an in¬
dependent assignment take every pos¬
sible precaution to insure that he has
a dependable and efficient crew, that
ample equipment is brought along on
locations, and that there is complete and
amicable agreement between himself
and the producer and the director.
he

WALTER

freelance

STRENGE,

A.S.C.,

who

directed

the photography of "Stagecoach To Fury,”
determines the correct exposure for film¬
ing actress Mari Blanchard, using an inci¬
dent light meter.

My assignment to direct the photog¬
raphy of “Stagecoach To Fury” began
with a telephone call one morning. It
was Screen Director William Claxton
checking to see if I was now on a pic¬
ture. “Would 1 be interested in shoot¬
ing ‘Stagecoach To Fury’?” Then he
gave me the producer’s phone number
to call. An appointment was arranged
for the morning of June 11th. At that
time we discussed the picture and
reached an agreement, which included
amount of salary, how my screen credit
was to appear, and the size of the crew
I should have to work with me.
As it was up to me to pick my crew,
and this detail had to be attended to at
once, I went on salary on June 13th—three days after my interview with the
producer. With a starting date for the
picture set for June 20th, this meant
that crew members accepting commit¬
ments to work on the picture would
have to make themselves available on
that date, which was a week later. But
when you have a group of men who
usually work with you all the time and
who like you, invariably they are will¬
ing to wait.
As this was to be the first feature
production ever to be photographed in
CinemaScope and the new Eastman
PI us-X negative, and because I had
never before photographed a picture

with a CinemaScope lens, I had to do
some checking before the day came to
start the picture. We had arranged to
lease a CinemaScope lens from 20th
Century-Fox studio, so it was logical
that I should make an appointment with
that studio’s camera department head,
Sol Halprin, A.S.C., for the purpose of
getting a quick rundown on use of the
lens, etc. It was Halprin who, together
with Earl Sponable, had developed and
improved the CinemaScope lens.
Following this, I visited a local
camera rental service and arranged to
lease a Mitchell BNC camera and tri¬
pod for the production. I had them set
up the camera and put on the Cinema¬
Scope lens and make a test. This was
immediately taken to a laboratory for
development and the results showed
that the lens and camera equipment
checked out perfectly.
Now all there
remained to do was arrange for rent¬
ing such other items of equipment as
camera car for location shots, a boom
for use on the stage, etc., and we were
all set to start shooting.
The following Sunday I joined direc¬
tor William Claxton. his assistant, Mack
Wright, and production manager Ian
McDonald and flew to Las Vegas. From
there we proceeded by automobile to
Kanab, Utah—a 200-mile trip that re¬
quired 71/2 hours to drive. Kanab and
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the surrounding countryside is famous
for furnishing locations for western
movies.
The following morning we
arose early and started out by automo¬
bile in search of locations for scenes for
“Stagecoach To Fury.” Taking a dusty,
winding dirt road, we found what we
were, looking for about 45 miles from
Kanab. It was well worth the trip. The
country is similar to Monument Valley,
dotted with majestic buttes and odd
rock formations.
For bringing us to
this little-photographed area we were
indebted to Fay Hamblin, who acted as
guide and who owns a piece of the
country himself—about 26 square miles
of it.
Concluding
our
location-hunting
journey, we traveled back to Parry’s
Lodge—-our headquarters in Kanab.
Here we showered, rested a bit, had a
delicious dinner, and then retired,
planning an early start for the location
area the next morning.
Following the initial look at the loca¬
tions, director Claxton now began vis¬
ualizing the shots. So we spent the en¬
tire day on this phase of the planning.
We surveyed each location site from all
angles to determine the best composi¬
tion with respect to the action involved,
all the time, of course, considering the
angle of the sunlight. We had every
(Continued on Page 493)
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Here is a color film that will permit
16mm color production with a mini¬
mum of lighting. For example, our ex¬
perience has show that a few 500 watt
clip-ons placed judiciously in a factory
scene will, in addition to the existing
light, provide adequate illumination for
Anscochrome.

simplifies movie
film inspection

STARTING THE NEW
ASSIGNMENT
(Continued from Page 473)

shot pretty well lined up on paper by
the time we started back to Kanab in
mid-afternoon.
When we arrived back at the Lodge,
my assistant, Paul Cable, had arrived
along with the camera and grip equip¬
ment and the camera ear. The rest of
the company and crew was scheduled
to leave Los Angeles by plane the fol¬
lowing morning, to be on hand at 9 A.M.
ready to start the picture.
In the meantime, other equipment
was arriving from Hollywood, includ¬
ing a horse truck with six horses, a
stage coach, and another truck loaded
with props, reflectors, wardrobe and all
the personal baggage which did not ac¬
company those who traveled by plane.
Among the rolling stock, there was also
a completely equipped dark room on
wheels.
The following morning at nine we
had all our equipment on hand; the
camera was loaded and ready to work,
and we looked forward to our threeday schedule of shooting exteriors with
no anxiety whatever until one delay
after another prevented us from getting
the first take on film until after lunch.
This meant that our three-day schedule
was now reduced to two-and-a-half days
—and that we would have to cut cor¬
ners and make up for lost time.
Our work at Kanab began right on
Page One of the script. Scene 1 was
described as follows:
“Exterior, Countryside. Day. Med.
shot, horses legs. The camera sees
only the legs of five horses that stand
on a hill that overlooks the country¬
side. The camera tilts back abruptly
and we see the five men that sit
astride the animals. They appear to
be watching something o. s. Lorenzo
Garcia sits on the center horse.
Lorenzo suddenly wheels his horse
about, his men following suit. They
gallop down hill, the camera panning
with them.
Camera then pans the
countryside, showing a road, and
bringing into view a fast-moving
stagecoach.’’
The site for this shot was one of the
more difficult to locate because of the
varied action and the unusual scope of
camera coverage called for in a single,
continuous take. The camera began by

BIG SCREEN
movie viewer only $4950
Large 314" by 414" hooded screen and 75-watt projection lamp so
that it can be used comfortably in lighted room. Stainless steel film
guide cannot scratch film. Rotating optical prism shutter. Flat field
projection lens and ground and polished condenser lens. Built-in frame
marker, focusing and frame adjustments, left to right film travel. Auto¬
matic lamp switch. Dual cooling system means you can view a single
frame for minutes without scorching film or emulsion. Readily port¬
able. Sturdy, rugged construction — will last many years. Just what
you need for quick and easy viewing and film inspection. 8mm or
16mm models.

Time your movies to .001 Minute
With a Craig Frame Counter on your Viewer or
Projecto-Editor you can time filmed action to fractions
of seconds, or time scenes, sequences or complete
movies with complete accuracy.
Exacting studies of the speed of motions and actions
of all kinds in science, business and industry are routine
with the Craig Frame Counter. Given a constant cam¬
era speed (whether 16 fps, 24 fps or special high-speed
cameras) with 16mm film, the Frame Counter permits
instant conversion of photographed action into time fractions. Just as simple
is timing 16mm movies or parts of movies (to synchronize with voice, sound
or action) where precise timing is essential.
Craig Accessory Frame Counter . .. $37.50. Craig Projecto-Editor, complete
with rewinds, splicer, viewer and cement. .. $79.50. Craig Formula #7 Cement,
1 oz. . .. 40<, 8 oz. . . . $2.60, 16 oz. . . . $4. All available at better camera stores.
Write Dept. 0000 for further information. Enclose 10< for copy of 50^ book:
Leo J. Heffernan's “Editing for Better Movies.”

THE

KALART COMPANY, INC.
PLAINVILLE, CONNECTICUT AC 8

Producers of Precision Photographic Products since 1930: Speed Flash Synchronizers,
Synchronized Rangefinders, KALART and CRAIG Movie Editing Equipment
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CINE 16MM PRINTER
For Sound or Silent Film
TO MAKE COPIES OF YOUR MOVIES
Mokes perfect contact, steady pictures. The lights are
separately controlled for sound and picture by rheo¬
stat with 10 light densities.

Price:

$125.00 (Sound and picture printer)
95.00 (Silent picture printer)
F.O.B. Detroit

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15778

Wyoming

UNiversity

Ave.

1-4663

Detroit 38,
•

(Cable)

Mich.

UHLCIMA.

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-1 6mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm taink also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record Corp.

to come out all day; because budget
productions never wait for sunshine, we
readily adjusted to the situation and
photographed the remaining scenes of
the picture in the diffused but adequate
light that prevailed, finally winding up
the last take at 5 P.M.
Because so much of our shooting was
on location, I had no opportunity to
view the daily rushes, but I was pro¬
vided with light test strips which, after
you are in this business long enough,
will give an adequate check on what
results you are getting.
And the photographic results we
achieved with the new Plus-X negative
I think are terrific. Because of the
film’s extremely fine grain, it is ideally
suited to production in CinemaScope,
which involves super-enlargement of the
image on the screen. It is likely that
this new film will lead to more and
more black-and-white productions being
filmed in CinemaScope.
An interesting sidelight to this budget
production is the fact that n© sound
was recorded during the shooting of
location scenes in Kanab. Where dia¬
logue was important, the necessary ac¬
tion was shot in closeup on the sound
stage back at the studio, and the scenes
intercut where required. Otherwise, all
necessary sound effects compatible with
the action staged on location was postrecorded and dubbed-in in the final
phases of completing the production.

focusing on just the legs of the group
of horses, then tilted up to show the
riders astride the horses, then followed
the riders as they galloped away down
hill. The reason for such a lengthy
continuous shot is that it was used both
to introduce the story theme and to
provide a backdrop for the main title,
which was optically superimposed over
the latter part of the scene — a tech¬
nique growing in popularity among
Hollywood film producers.
Because the story involved the holdup
of a gold-laden stagecoach, a high per¬
centage of the story’s exteriors centered
around this activity and were filmed in
the Kanab region. As with the scene
No. 1 described above, each scene and
setup in the script was carefully de¬
tailed in advance with respect to pho¬
tography during our first and second
days’ visit to the location area. By the
time we were ready to bring our camera
into play, I had developed a mental pic¬
ture of the action and photographic re¬
quirements of each scene as it related
to the story as a whole. This is very
important to the cameraman who de¬
sires something more in his cinematog¬
raphy than mere, mechanical photo¬
graphic recording, and the only way
he can achieve it is to have an active
part in the pre-production planning as
I did with this picture. The two days
that I spent scouting locations with
director Bill Claxton led directly to a
better photographic job and to getting
scenes “in the can’’ within the sched¬
uled time.
The studio phase of the production
began on the following Monday. One
major set had been erected. It was
called a “relay station,” a structure
common in remote regions of the West
during stagecoach days, where the
coaches stopped to afford relief to pas¬
sengers and where fresh horses were
acquired for the ensuing phase of the
coach’s journey. Adjoining the “relay
station” were several smaller buildings
and backdropping the scene was a
painted backing representing a moun¬
tain vista. We worked hard from Mon¬
day to Friday to wind up our shooting
here, then on the following Monday we
traveled to the Gene Autrey ranch for
more location exteriors. The sun failed

“STAGECOACH TO FURY”

(In black-and-white and CinemaScope)
Produced by Regal Films, Inc.
Producer . . Earle Lyon
Director . . William Claxton
Prod. Mgr. .. . Ian MacDonald
Asst. Director . . Mack Wright
Art Director . . Ernest Fegte
Dir. of Photography..Walter Strenge, ASC
Operator . . Keith Smith
Assistant Cameraman . Paul Cable
Assistant Cameraman .Jim Williamson
Assistant Cameraman . Harry Young
Still Photographer . . Cliff Kling
Grip . . Fred Williams
Gaffer . . Bob Jones
Property Master . . Jock Liebgold
The Players

Forrest Tucker
Mari Blanchard
Paul Fix
Wallace Ford
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